
From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2008 9:26 AM 
To: 'Michael Ko' 
Cc: 'Adam L Tucker' 
Subject: RE: T-SHIRTS - just3ants.com 

 
Mike – timing is everything – talking of which I miscalculated a tricky spot on my mountain bike some 10 
days ago ripping my little finger on a rusty barbwired fence, now using 2 fingers to type something I 
have never given how my mother taufght me from the youngest age to tyouch type without looking 
from when in my early teens which was quite somwrhing back in the late 60s early 70s for a guy let 
alone a guy who had his mother write all his English essays and it wasn’t simply because no one 
including me could read my handwriting but because I found writing fiction stories so very boring 
considering the beyond belief non-fiction story of my and my mothers life that was unfolding be4 my 
very eyes. 
 
Have you ever thought sbout what it does to ones mind when lieng, making up fictional stories even if it 
only for an English essay class? 
 
Once a liar always a liar is one of the expressions we all pretty much know and yet we don’t dig any 
deeper, the same with the consequences of when hitler said, “the masses will more easily fall victim to a 
big lie than a small lie” we cant even think about who was his audience apart from those buttering his 
bread including the pope? 
 
How quickly when we keep repeatedly hearing, “no, no, no no” and then the parent evnentually says 
“yes” we inevitably hear when hearing “no, no, no no” ONLY “yes, yes, yes, yes” and of course the only 
respect comes when we, the parent-s smack them across the face. 
 
So awesomely cruel and outrageous are us parents when raisng a kid-s to ever once use the word “no” 
and not mean it, let alone fail to say “im sorry” when feeling forced to even lift an agressicvwe hand let 
alone land a single blow and the worst damage is that fricken silwnt treatment that the kids then perfect 
on their own, until such time as someon like me comes around and says, “just think about why only a 
scoundrel parent wouldn’t allow their child to be raised in a kibbutz style environment and to be 
allowed to “fly free and high from the youngest of age” by simply always telling truth and when we the 
parent don’t have the answer to the question such as who financed hitler to help answer the question 
by participating in the reaearch rather than simply say, “well they must have been bad people” when we 
all know when financing any business proposition there is first and foremost a business plan with a 
whole variety of options in the event not everything goes according to plan and in those instances like 
war when you back both sides you always come out a winner, period.. 
 
The Nazis who murdered half my jewish family won World Oil War and those winners can also be found 
in each one of our  immediate families just by seeing how they not only duck the question but when 
answering, “they must have been bad people.” 
 
This may not succinctly explain the purpose of just3ants.com but I am not only in a lot of pain but I am 
pressed for time as I have a doctors appointment in half an hr in Encinitas and I will be riding my wifes 
scooter and I still have to pick up a splint at longs in Solana beach. 
 



Take as mnuch time as you want in replying with your own rthoughts and personal experiences but be 
sure to let me know if you could stop by our cliff house sometime this evening to show you the first 
most awesome design that my brillianrt wife the queen ant came up with that adam l tucker is helping 
place up on photoshop before sending it hopefully tomorrow to the printer.  
 
If you cant make it then we will just email it to you – it would help u though understand the evolution of 
this “rotting fish” 
 
gary 
 
__________________________________________ 
From: Michael Ko 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 10:12 PM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: RE: T-SHIRTS - just3ants.com 

 
Gary, 
  
how are you doing? i was at work today and saw your card next to the computer and was actually 
thinking about emailing you, seeing how things are going. i would love to help you out with some input 
for the shirts and i would love it if you could educate me a little bit more and clearify a few things for me, 
i am very curious about what you're organization is all about and i would love to contribute anything i 
can. the rest of this week I am pretty swamped with work at the coffee shop, but maybe sometime this 
weekend, let me know what youre thinking and maybe you could stop by java kai while im working. 
  
hope to hear from you and see you soon 
  
Mike 

 
From: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 
To: mikeko  
Subject: T-SHIRTS - just3ants.com 
Date: Mon, 19 May 2008 13:25:37 -0700 

Mike hello – we are about to go into production of t-shirts, just finalizing the first of our designs. I would 
like to get your input and at the same time see about getting you in short order to become very 
financially successfully while of course doing the right thing. 
  
Let me know when we can get together. 
  
Gary 
  
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2008 5:44 PM 
To: 'mikeko  
Subject: just3ants.com 
  
  

 


